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In learning you will teach, and in teaching you will learn. - Phil Collins 2

Prologue

What this talk is not about:

- It is not a prescription to become a good teacher

- It is not a commentary on which teaching-learning

theories and practices to follow

What this talk is about:

- It is a subjective presentation on my understanding 

of the role of a teacher

Why is then this talk?

-To engage in brainstorming

- To facilitate peer level learning



You cannot teach a man anything, you can only help him find it within himself. 

- Galileo 3

What is learning?

Learning is the interaction between what students know, 

the new information they encounter, and the activities they 

engage in as they learn. Students construct their own 

understanding through experience, interactions with content 

and others, and reflection. 

What the Best College Teachers Do, Ken Bain, 



I never teach my pupils, I only attempt to provide the conditions in which they 

can learn. - Einstein 4

What is learning?

সংগ্রহয োগ্য জিজিসটো  খিই হোযে আযস েখিই েোহোর ব্যব্হোরটি িোিো, 

েোহোর প্রকৃে পজরচয় পোওয়ো, িীব্যির সযে সযে িীব্যির আশ্রয়স্থলটি

গ্জিয়ো তেোলোই রীজেমে জিক্ষো।

জিক্ষো, রব্ীন্দ্রিোথ ঠোকুর

What is learning not?

- Learning is not only about memorization

- Learning is not only about application

- Learning is not only about ratiocination (exact thinking)
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How do we learn?

জিযি জচন্তো কজরযব্, জিযি সন্ধোি কজরযব্, জিযি কোি কজরযব্, এমিেযরো মোিুষ

তেজর কজরব্োর প্রণোলী এক, আর পযরর হুকুম মোজিয়ো চজলযব্, পযরর মযের

প্রজেব্োদ কজরযব্ িো, ও পযরর কোযি তিোগ্োিদোর হইয়ো থোজকযব্ মোত্র, এমি

মোিুষ তেজরর জব্ধোি অিযরূপ।

জিক্ষো, রব্ীন্দ্রিোথ ঠোকুর

I never learned from a man who agreed with me. - Robert A. Heinlein

Learning takes place through the active behavior of the 

student: it is what he does that he learns, not what the 

teacher does.

Ralph Tyler, 1949



6I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand. - Confucius

How do we learn?



It is a miracle that curiosity survives formal education. - Einstein 7

What factors influence learning?

- People learn in different ways

- Learning is a social and cultural phenomenon

- Motivation is important for learning

- Prior knowledge can help or hinder learning

- Goal directed practice with targeted feedback 

enhances the quality of learning

- Expectations affect learning



It is through others that we become ourselves. - Lev Vygotsky 8
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Bodily exercise, when compulsory, does no harm to the body;  but knowledge 

which is acquired under compulsion obtains no hold on the mind. - Plato 9
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I never allowed my schooling to interfere with my education. – Mark Twain 10
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An ounce of practice is worth more than tons of preaching. - Gandhi 11
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High expectations are the key to everything. - Sam Walton 12
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Don't limit a child to your own learning, for he was born in another time. -

Rabindranath Tagore 13

What are the non-traditional pedagogical techniques?

- Mastery learning

- Flipped classroom

- Use of technology



If people knew how hard I worked to get my mastery, it wouldn't seem 

so wonderful at all. - Michelangelo 14

Mastery learning

A student must achieve a level of mastery in current topic

before moving on to learn new ones!



Order and simplification are the first steps toward the mastery of a 

subject. - Thomas Mann 15

Mastery learning

Fixed time for all

 Same input

 Variable comprehension

Variable time

 Variable input

 Fixed comprehension for all



Traditional spaces only reinforce traditional teaching and learning. 

– Jon Bergmann 16

Flipped classroom
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Flipped classroom

Flipping the classroom is more about a mindset: redirecting attention away 

from the teacher and putting attention on the learner and the learning. 

– Aaron Sams



Technology is just a tool. In terms of getting the kids working together and 

motivating them, the teacher is most important. - Bill Gates 18

Use of technology



New technology is common, new thinking is rare. – Peter Blake 19

Use of technology



If the only tool you have is a hammer, you tend to see every problem as a 

nail. - Abraham Maslow 20

Assessment

?
Assessment is the weakest link in our teaching-learning chain!

- We demand pedagogical innovation from our teachers

- Innovative teaching also needs appropriate assessment tools

- We hardly give teachers any freedom in selecting

assessment tools



Teachers, I believe, are the most responsible and important members of 

society. - Helen Caldicott 21

Why do we want to become teachers?

- Passionate about teaching

- Enjoy being in the presence of students

- Good pay

- Reduced/flexible working hours

- Easier to get a teaching job

- Teaching job commands greater social respect

- To meet expectations of others



What the teacher is, is more important than what he teaches. - Karl  Menninger. 22

How can we be a better teacher?

Kids don't remember what you try to teach them. They 

remember what you are. 

Jim Henson

Teaching is not a performing art. A teacher has only one hat

to wear. 

Yours Truly
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Acquire new knowledge whilst thinking over the old, and you 

may become a teacher of others. 

Confucius

How can we be a better teacher?



You can pay people to teach, But you can’t pay them to care. - Marva Collins 24

How can we be a better teacher?

প্রথযমই জ্ঞোিজিক্ষোর আশ্রম স্থোপি কজরযে হইযল গুরুর প্রযয়োিি। জিক্ষক কোগ্যি জব্জ্ঞোপি
জদযলই তিোযট জকন্তু গুরু তেো ফরমোি জদযলই পোওয়ো  োয় িো। এই সম্পযকে আমোর ব্ক্তব্য
এই ত , আমোযদর সংগ্জে  োহো আযে, েোহোর তচযয় তব্িী আমরো দোব্ী কজরযে পোজর িো এ
কথো সেয। অেযন্ত প্রযয়োিি হইযলও সহসো আমোযদর পোঠিোলোয় গুরুমহোিযয়র আসযি
 োজ্ঞব্ল্ক্য ঋজষর আমদোজি করো কোহোরও আয়ত্তোধীি িযহ। ......

আমরো  োহোযক ইসু্কযলর জিক্ষক কজর েোাঁ হোযক এমি কজরয়ো ব্যব্হোর কজর  োহোযে েোাঁ হোর
হৃদয়মযির অজে অল্প অংিই কোযি খোযট - তফোযিোগ্রোফ  যের সযে একখোিো তব্ে এব্ং কেটো
পজরমোণ মগ্ি িুজিয়ো জদযলই জিক্ষক তেজর করো  োইযে পোযর। জকন্তু এই জিক্ষকযকই  জদ
গুরুর আসযি ব্সোইয়ো দোও েযব্ স্বভোব্েই েোাঁ হোর হৃদয়মযির িজক্ত সমগ্রভোযব্ জিযষযর প্রজে
ধোজব্ে হইযব্। অব্িয েোাঁ হোর  োহো সোধয েোহোর তচযয় তব্িী জেজি জদযে পোজরযব্ি িো, জকন্তু
েোহোর তচযয় কম তদওয়োও েোাঁ হোর পযক্ষ লজ্জোিিক হইযব্।

রব্ীন্দ্রিোথ ঠোকুর



Spoon feeding in the long run teaches us nothing but the shape of the spoon. 

- E. M. Forster 25

How can we be a better teacher?

My basic philosophy of teaching was straightforward and 

deeply personal. I wanted to teach the way I wished that 

I myself had been taught. Which is to say, I hoped to 

convey the sheer joy of learning, the thrill of understanding 

things about the universe. I wanted to pass along to students 

not only the logic but the beauty of math and science. 

Salman Khan



Sometimes one man with courage is a majority. - Andrew Jackson 26

How can we be a better teacher?

The new agenda for universities, to sell education and to 

provide for market needs, makes them like any other 

corporation that sells a product. Vice-chancellors become 

CEOs of a firm; the administration, top heavy with managers, 

dictates policy and such matters as what courses are to be 

taught and what are to be cut. 

John Biggs
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What best teachers do?

1. What do best teachers know and understand?

- They know their subjects extremely well regardless 

of whether they are notable researchers or not.

- They have intuitive understanding of human learning

which people are beginning to understand through

research in learning science. 
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2. How do they prepare to teach?

They treat their lectures, discussion sections, 

problem-based sessions, and other elements of 

teaching as serious intellectual endeavors as 

intellectually demanding and important as

their research and scholarship. 

What best teachers do?
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3. What do they expect of their students?

- They expect more.

- They avoid objectives that are arbitrarily tied to the 

course and favor those that embody the kind of thinking 

and acting expected for life. 

What best teachers do?
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4. What do they teach when teach?

the best teachers create “natural critical learning environment.” In that 

environment, people learn by confronting intriguing, beautiful, or 

important problems, authentic tasks that challenge them with ideas, 

rethink their assumptions, and examine their mental models of reality. 

These are challenging yet supportive conditions. Learners feel a sense 

of control over their education; work collaboratively with others; believe 

that their work will be considered fairly and honestly; and try, fail, and 

receive feedback from experts separate from any summative

judgment of their effort.

What best teachers do?
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5. How do they treat their students?

- They treat students decently. 

- They reflect a strong trust in students.

- They believe their students want to learn and 

assume they can.

- They display openness with students discussing

their own journey in life,  their own sense of curiosity

about life, etc.

What best teachers do?
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6. How do they check their own progress and evaluate

their own efforts?

- They assess their own efforts and make needed change.

- They avoid judging students on arbitrary standards.

- They remind themselves what can go wrong.

- They don’t blame students for any of their difficulties.

- They see their own efforts as small parts in a larger

educational community rather than opportunities to 

display personal greatness. 

What best teachers do?
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How can we be a better teacher (revisited)?

By continually striving to answer the following question

and acting accordingly.

What is best for the students in my classroom?
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Epilogue

It is increasingly being recognized that good teaching is 

as much a function of an institution-wide infrastructure as 

it is a gift with which some lucky academics are born. 

John Biggs

EWU?
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